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Small-world brain networks: a blueprint for integration and segregation
In order to promote survival, the brain must be capable of integrating a wide range of incoming stimuli from its environment and seamlessly 'bind' this complex stream of information into meaningful internal representations that are then used to plan for the next action. For example, a tennis player attempting to return his opponent's serve must quickly integrate visual and auditory stimuli from the tennis court (e.g. the positioning of the opponent, the racket and the incoming ball), together with proprioceptive information from the body in order to initiate the appropriate motor responses to hit a successful return. While a capacity for functional integration is undeniably important, the brain must also be able to segregate information into distinct modules, which perform specialized local computations (e.g. for individual sensory modalities).
An extreme yet relevant example of excessive integration would be an epileptic seizure, where an abnormally large number of brain areas begin to fire in synchrony and the brain as a system becomes no longer capable of processing information in a meaningful way.
There has recently been much interest in understanding which organizational features and brain mechanisms enable the efficient integration and segregation of information, and the emerging evidence suggests that a complex synergy between both structural and functional determinants is likely to be involved. While fundamentally interesting, the importance of understanding the dynamics and mechanisms of integration and segregation in the human brain also has important clinical implications, as several lines of evidence now suggest the ability to efficiently bind and/or segregate information may be altered in neuropsychiatric disorders.
In recent years, novel measures of the brain's functional organization have emphasized the importance of temporal coding and coordinated neuronal oscillations in distributed networks. This has represented an important paradigm shift from the study of individual brain regions in isolation. While structural brain networks summarize the pattern of anatomical connections between region pairs making up the network nodes, functional brain networks are derived from estimates of statistical dependencies between inter-regional activity signals over time, typically averaged over long recording intervals (i.e. minutes) (figure 1a). Investigations of large-scale structural and functional networks derived from neuroimaging data have revealed valuable insights about the topological organization of the human brain in health and disease [1] [2] [3] (figure 1b). It has notably been established that both structural and functional networks in the human brain exhibit 'small-world' character [2, 4, 5] . Small-worldness is a concept borrowed from a branch of mathematics called graph theory, which studies the mathematical structures used to model pairwise relations between large sets of interacting objects, also known as 'graphs'. As such, small-world networks are found not only in the brain, but in a vast range of complex systems across the biological, physical and social sciences [4] .
At the mesoscopic level, a key feature of small-world networks is the existence of 'modules' (also known as communities): sub-networks of densely interconnected nodes only sparsely connected to the rest of the network. While communities in structural networks tend to be spatially compact it should be noted that, in the case of functional brain networks, the belonging of a set of nodes to the same community does not necessarily imply anatomical proximity between To create a SC network, MRI and DTI data are required, on which tractography analysis is then performed to uncover the presence (or absence) of structural links between region pairs in the chosen parcellation scheme. These interactions are ultimately summarized in the SC matrix. To create a FC matrix, brain activity is measured; in this case using resting-state (RS) fMRI to record BOLD time courses in each voxel in the brain. This is then combined with a parcellation scheme to recreate the regional time courses for each of the regions in the parcellation. The FC matrix is then typically created from correlating inter-regional timecourses. (b) The connection strength matrices introduced in (a) may then be thresholded to derive a binarized representation of the connections in the system. This binarized network representation can in turn be used to study either the organization of brain networks at the mesoscopic level (i.e. community structure) or at the local level (i.e. topological properties of individual network nodes), both of which can reveal useful insights into the network organization.
them [6] . Another defining feature of small-world networks is the presence of long-range, cross-modular connections, which enable the efficient routing of information between modules by minimizing both connection distances and wiring costs [7, 8] . Other notable advantages of a small-world architecture include conferring resilience to the system by buffering the effects of randomly introduced perturbations, as well as enabling richer patterns of distribution of information than non-modular systems of equivalent size [6, 9, 10] . In addition to small-worldness another important property of complex networks is scale-free behaviour. In scale-free networks, the node degree distribution often follows a gradual (heavy-tail) power law decay which implies that the network lacks a characteristic scale [11] . In the human brain, functional networks studied at very high spatial resolution (i.e. voxel-level) using fMRI have indeed provided evidence for a scale-free degree distribution [12, 13] . However, exponentially truncated power-law degree distributions have instead been reported in anatomical brain networks recorded from diffusion-weighted MRI [14] , which implies that the probability of a highly connected node or hub is greater than in an equivalent random network but less than would be expected in a purely scale-free network.
At the local level, graph theory also enables the characterization of individual nodes and of their contributions to the network's organization. For example, a special class of nodes commonly referred to as 'connector hubs' plays a particularly important role towards integrating information across the system by accessing different modules and coordinating their activity in both resting and task states [6, 15, 16] . Such nodes are typically characterized by a combination of standard local graph metrics including high degree-centrality (i.e. total number of connections) as well as elevated scores on the betweenness-centrality and participation coefficients measures. These standard local graph metrics, respectively, reflect the tendency of a node to be involved in a high proportion of the shortest topological paths between other node pairs in the network, and of a given node's tendency to form connections to network communities other than its own. Connector nodes have indeed been postulated to enable the modules to maintain their functional autonomy in the presence of increased processing demands on the whole system [15] . Conversely, 'provincial' hubs may also have high degree-centrality, but will link together nodes within the same specialized module and thus have low betweenness-centrality and participation coefficients. Other nodes will play a more peripheral role in the network topology and have relatively low scores on each of these local measures (figure 1b).
The initial characterization of the brain's modular organization and small-world attributes provided a promising new framework, or 'blueprint', to understand how the brain may balance the conflicting demands for the individual specialization of local sub-networks, and the longrange integration of specialized network modules, within the spatial and metabolic boundaries of the system. There are nevertheless significant limitations associated with these findings. First, some authors have argued that studies of whole-brain neuroanatomical connectivity may have underestimated the proportion of inter-areal projections, and, consequently, the cortical network density [17] . These new anatomical links may have been missed notably because they link widely separated areas and tend to be sparse, therefore, requiring high imaging resolution for their detection [17, 18] . Moreover, the study of static network representations of the brain, while undeniably informative, does not explain the spatio-temporal integration and segregation of information in the human brain at behaviourally relevant timescales. In addition, cross-sectional neuroimaging studies of functional connectivity (FC) are, by design, generally not suited to provide causal mechanistic insights into the brain's global network dynamics.
Segregation and integration in neuropsychiatric disorders (a) Structural and time-averaged functional networks
Changes in functional and structural connectivity have been reported in several neuropsychiatric disorders [1, 2, 19] (figure 2). Evidence suggests that these network changes may notably lead to a loss of small-world organization, and disruptions in the balance between the integration and segregation of information. For example, in Alzheimer's disease, long-range functional connections between spatially remote brain modules are impaired, which results in longer topological distances between specialized sub-networks, but the clustering of individual local communities is relatively unaffected by this pathology [25, 26] [20] . (ii) Significant between-group differences in the modularity architecture of the brain have been found in resting-state fMRI data of childhood-onset SZ patients relative to healthy controls [21] . (b) In bipolar I disorder, interhemispheric anatomical connections show marked reductions in patients relative to controls, while intrahemispheric structural connectivity is comparatively unchanged [22] . (c) Whole-brain resting-state FC analysis of subjects with ASD reveals both increases (i) and decreases (ii) in FC relative to healthy controls [23] . (d) Resting-state fMRI connectivity data show that Parkinson's disease patients show reduced FC within the basal ganglia network in a wide range of regions. This same study showed that the FC deficits can be improved with medication [24] . Panel (c) adapted from Di Martino et al. [23] .
brain networks in schizophrenia (SZ) have been associated with both decreases in clustering and increased path length, the combined effect of which can be summarized as a 'subtle randomization' of global brain connectivity, and consequent loss of small-world character [21, 27] . It should be noted that, despite the significant differences in small-worldness identified in patient cohorts relative to matched controls, the brain nevertheless preserves basic small-world properties in the patients, in comparison to randomly generated graphs of equivalent size.
Clinical studies of patients with focal brain lesions following stroke and/or head trauma also provide a useful explanatory framework for how disruptions in small-world network connectivity may underlie the symptoms of neuropsychiatric disease [28] . It has long been observed that focal lesions could be accompanied by unexpected cognitive and behavioural deficits that would not be predicted from the local functional properties of the affected area [29] . Evidence from empirical and computational studies has supported the idea that damage to 'connector hub' regions supporting integration across the whole brain may have different effects on network function than lesions localized to the provincial hubs defined earlier [2, 30, 31] . For example, damage to brain regions important for communication between sub-networks (but not to those brain regions important for communication within sub-networks) leads to global changes in the modular organization of the brain, and a loss of small-world character [32] . Lesions to provincial hubs would, therefore, be expected to yield specific clinical deficits, while damage to connector hubs may result in pervasive cognitive and/or behavioural impairments extending across several cognitive domains [2, 31, 33] .
(b) Dynamical integration and segregation
Recent functional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that the FC between brain areas is not stable over time [34] . This can be empirically observed by considering the temporal variability of FC estimated at individual connections [35] , or alternatively the transition dynamics between a small repertoire of FC patterns stable for short periods of time, known as 'FC states', which are reproducible across time and individual subjects [36, 37] .
In order to flexibly integrate communication between specialized sub-networks, it has been proposed that the human brain strikes a metastable balance between the local segregation of function and the global integration of information [38] [39] [40] . Recent neuroimaging studies have notably considered the time-evolution of the modular organization of brain functional networks. Dynamical connectivity analyses of resting-state fMRI suggested that whole-brain functional networks alternate between periods of high and low modularity, hypothesized to represent states where segregated information processing and global integration across community boundaries, respectively, dominate the system [41, 42] . Intermittent episodes of global synchronization interspersed between otherwise segregated network states might allow network elements access to a cognitive workplace needed for cognitive functioning in a metabolically efficient manner [35] .
Preliminary evidence suggests that FC dynamics may be sensitive to disease processes in the human brain. SZ patients exhibit reduced dynamism of time-varying network connectivity [43] . This is notably expressed by more limited transitions between specific FC states relative to controls [44] ; an observation consistent with cognitive and behavioural inflexibility reported in this disorder [45] . Another dynamic connectivity analysis of SZ patients reported that, on average, SZ patients spend less time than healthy controls in network activity states typified by the strong, large-scale connectivity postulated to support global integration [46] . This supports the prevailing notion of SZ as a disorder of integration. Furthermore, although less pronounced than in SZ, a similar lack of flexibility in the transient exploration of FC-states have also been reported in patients with bipolar disorder [44] .
In the light of the above, a mechanistic understanding of how the brain dynamically integrates and segregates information over time may provide critical new insights into the aetiology of neuropsychiatric disorders. This could notably lead to the development of potential new biomarkers based on the brain's transient network dynamics beyond the time-averaged FC.
Investigating disease mechanisms with whole-brain computational modelling (a) Overview of whole-brain computational models
The main premise of whole-brain computational models comes from statistical physics where it has been shown that macroscopic physical systems obey laws that are independent of their microscopic constituents. The firing dynamics of local neuronal populations may accordingly be approximated by stochastic differential equations without detailed knowledge of the behaviour and structure of individual neurons. Reduced dynamic mean field models or even simpler approximations of neural signals such as the Kuramoto oscillator ignore the interactions between single neurons within a brain region and instead consider their ensemble dynamics [47, 48] . Whole-brain computational models may then constrain and couple the local dynamics between brain areas according to the underlying structural connectivity of the brain measured empirically with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) (figure 3). By constraining the modelled activity according to the structural properties of the brain, the system operates within a biologically plausible space-time structure for coupling, conduction A whole-brain model can be constructed by coupling the simulated local node dynamics (in this exemplar case, a simple mean-field model) according to the SC. The modelled activity is thus constrained by both the strength of each anatomical coupling and the physical distance between brain regions, and further scaled according to a global conductance parameter [47, 48] . (b) A whole-brain computational model previously tuned to match the empirical data may be subjected to extrinsic perturbations, in silico. This is done by injecting the modelled dynamics with a random set of Gaussian inputs. The amount of integration in the system can be calculated after each perturbation: perturbational integration is defined by considering the length of the largest connected component of the binarized network as an estimate of the amount of integration in the system after each perturbation. Similarly, perturbational segregation is calculated through the entropy of the set of evoked patterns assuming a Gaussian distribution of stimulations [40] . Panel (a) adapted from Hellyer et al. [49] .
delays and noise [47, 48] . The dynamics generated by such models consist of neural time series that can be represented in space and time as functional networks and analysed using the same tools and approaches applied to empirical neuroimaging data. Recently developed whole-brain models have indeed shown promise towards replicating many features of the empirical FC of both healthy subjects and patients [47, 48, 50, 51] . Thus, whole-brain computational models have the potential to clarify the relationship between brain structure and function on multiple timescales, and help identify mechanisms underlying functional imbalances in neuropsychiatric disorders. For a detailed review of whole-brain computational models, the reader is invited to consult [47, 48] . Of immediate relevance to the present review, whole-brain computational models can be used to test mechanistic hypotheses about the neural mechanisms balancing the integration and segregation of information in simulated brain networks by employing perturbational approaches (figure 3). Integration and segregation can be thought of as complementary processes in the human brain; a global increase in integration will jointly lead to globally decreased segregation and vice versa (figures 4 and 5d). Although global integration and segregation values mirror each other, they are nevertheless estimated in whole-brain models by using different mathematical approaches. Perturbational integration is defined by considering the length of the largest connected component of the binarized network as an estimate of the amount of integration in the system after each perturbation, and perturbational segregation is calculated through the entropy of the set of evoked patterns assuming a Gaussian distribution of stimulations (figure 3b).
(b) Neuroanatomical connectivity
Global changes in the structural connectivity of the brain represent a pathological hallmark of several neuropsychiatric disorders, including some neurodevelopmental disorders such as SZ and autism. In addition to the neuroimaging studies that have non-invasively mapped the topology of white-matter networks to reveal significant abnormalities in these clinical groups [20,55- 10  20  30  40  50  60  70   10  20  30  40  50  60  70   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  10 20 30 40 50 60 70  10 20 30 40 50 60 70 lattice integration optimal functioning segregation random small-world Figure 4 . Influences of brain structural connectivity on integration and segregation. To investigate the effect of different degrees of small-world architecture of the structural connectome on the integration and segregation of neural activity in silico, an otherwise realistic whole-brain model can be outfitted with different artificial structural connectomes. Simulations wholebrain dynamics on the different structural networks demonstrated that, as the structural connectivity gradually changes from an ordered lattice to a disordered graph, perturbational integration decreases because randomness shortens the length of the largest component in the network, while perturbational segregation follows the opposite trend because randomness increases the capability to distinguish between two different external inputs. The optimal balance between functional integration and segregation is obtained at an intermediate (i.e. small-world) structural connectivity between order and randomness [40] .
and autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are indeed implicated in the development and maturation of the brain's structural connectome. Disease-associated genes and their downstream effectors regulate molecular biological processes including (but not limited to) axonal guidance [58] synapse formation [59] [60] [61] and myelination [62, 63] . Despite strong integrative evidence linking white-matter abnormalities to neuropsychiatric disease, the relationship between pathological changes in the structural connectome and brain dynamics remains unclear. This is partly due to the complex, symbiotic relationship between brain structure and function at the systemic scale, which cross-sectional neuroimaging studies of clinical groups are generally not capable of exploring [56] .
Whole-brain computational models have begun to provide insights into causal mechanisms via which the anatomical connectome shapes and constrains the brain's global dynamical repertoire in both health and disease [48, 51, 64] . In broad agreement with the recent empirical findings from dynamical functional connectivity (FCD) analyses discussed above, the network organization of white matter fibre tracts shapes the repertoire of transient networks states [53] . (d) Scaling up the global conductance parameter in a whole-brain computational model has a profound impact on the functional network dynamics. Whole-brain computational models have shown that the best fit between the simulated and empirical FC matrices is obtained when the system operates in a metastable synchronization state where excitation and inhibition are balanced. The measures of perturbational integration and segregation also become optimally balanced at these intermediate global conductance values [40] . Graphics for: (a) adapted from Deneve et al. [54] ; (c) adapted from Shew et al. [53] .
explored by the simulated neural dynamics, without being its sole determinant [51, 65] . The relationship between brain structural connectivity and dynamics is, therefore, analogous to the way in which the geological bedding of a river basin influences its flows of water; the physical structure strongly constrains the flow of water, but other factors such as atmospheric conditions and rainfalls also influence the behaviour of the system in non-trivial ways. 
the integration and segregation of information. The effects of structural brain changes on the organizational properties of emergent functional networks in SZ have notably been investigated [50] . The effects of a pathological disconnection were simulated by randomly pruning anatomical connections in the network in a stepwise manner, thereby reducing the small-world character of the original anatomical connectome. These structural disconnections resulted in simulated functional networks with topological attributes replicating those empirically observed in the time-averaged FC networks of SZ patients [27] . The changes included an increase in global efficiency, decrease in clustering, randomization of the degree distribution, the combined effect of which led to deviations from a small-world topological organization. This virtual experiment demonstrated that structural changes in white matter connectivity, analogous to those driven by pathological processes, can cause imbalances between integration and segregation on a functional level by altering the spatial patterns explored by the neural activity.
A recent computational study employed a complementary approach and outfitted an otherwise realistic whole-brain model with a range of artificial structural connectivities: from a structured lattice to a completely random connectome [4, 40] . Simulation of whole-brain dynamics on the different structural networks demonstrated that, as the structural connectivity gradually changes from an ordered lattice to a disordered graph, perturbational integration decreases because randomness shortens the length of the largest component in the network at a given threshold. Perturbational segregation, on the other hand, follows an opposite trend and increases as the structure approaches a random topology. Importantly, the optimal balance between functional integration and segregation is obtained at an intermediate structural connectivity between order and randomness [40] (figure 4).
Taken together, the findings from whole-brain computational modelling studies highlight the importance of the neuroanatomical connectome towards shaping global brain dynamics in a manner that enables both locally specialized computations and global communication. Significant deviations from this optimal structural organization as a result of pathological processes are likely to impair the brain's global functional organization and the dynamical exploration of network states.
(c) Excitatory-to-inhibitory balance
A small-world structural connectome is necessary but not sufficient to enable the balanced integration and segregation of information processes in the human brain. To sustain complex mental functions, the neuroanatomical connectivity must act synergistically with another key ingredient to generate the requisite dynamical repertoire: a balanced ratio of excitation to inhibition (E/I). The E/I ratio is a form of homeostatic plasticity that maintains neuronal activity within a narrow range needed for healthy functioning; it refers to the relative levels of excitatory and inhibitory drive in a neural circuit [66, 67] . Recent experimental evidence suggests that the E/I ratio remains relatively stable in pyramidal neurons over both space and time (figure 5a). This is notably achieved by continually adapting the synaptic strengths of parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory interneurons onto principal cells proportionally to their respective excitatory drive [68] . Examples of the distinct types of reciprocal interactions between principal cells and inhibitory interneurons which generate high-frequency local oscillations are schematically represented in figure 5b.
Disruptions in E/I homeostasis have been implicated in neuropsychiatric disorders. Pathological elevations in the cellular balance of excitation and inhibition (E/I) in neural microcircuitry may notably underlie behavioural abnormalities in SZ and autism [69, 70] . Aberrant E/I balance could indeed represent the converging point of several genetic polymorphisms, molecular pathways and pathophysiological characteristics associated with these disorders, including gain of function phenotypes in ion channels and synaptic proteins [71] , and enhanced high-frequency cortical oscillations [72, 73] . Evidence has been coalescing around the idea that E/I balance may be a neurobiological determinant for maintaining the brain's dynamical regime near criticality [52, 53] . Criticality is a state characterized by the spontaneous emergence of self-similar dynamics over the spatial and temporal domains in complex physical systems poised between order and randomness [74] . Experimental evidence suggest that brain dynamics exhibit a large degree of concordance with those expected for a system near criticality [75, 76] . In the critical state, the dynamics of the system are dominated by small bursts of local (i.e. segregated) activity, yet large avalanches of globally synchronized (i.e. integrated) activity, referred to as 'neuronal avalanches', occasionally arise which cover nearly the entire system [77, 78] . Operating near criticality may be ecologically advantageous for the brain by notably enabling the flexible integration (i.e. coactivation of a few large clusters) and segregation (i.e. coactivation of many small clusters) of information, thereby maximizing the system's information processing capabilities [74, 78] . Importantly, a balanced E/I ratio is thought to be needed to sustain a critical dynamical regime, and thereby balance the processes of integration and segregation of information over the entire system [53, 78, 79] (figure 5c).
Whole-brain computational models have recently been used to investigate the mechanistic relationships between the E/I ratio, critical dynamics, neural plasticity and systemic integration and segregation balance at the scale of macroscopic brain networks. In whole-brain models, the E/I ratio would dictate the dynamical regime of local neural masses, and help shape network activity across the entire system via symbiotic interactions with the underlying structural connectivity [47, 48] . In the light of the aforementioned evidence linking E/I homeostasis to the activity of inhibitory interneurons in local populations, Hellyer et al. [49] used a mean field model adapted with a simple local learning rule that adjusted the inhibitory weight within each node such that the summed excitation of the node equalled a target E/I value, thereby introducing homeostatic inhibitory plasticity into the whole-brain computational model. The introduction of this parameter is physiologically relevant since, as mentioned above, parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory interneurons continually modulate the strength of their inputs to principal cells as a function of the excitatory activity in vivo, and inhibitory synapses can rapidly adapt to changes in the local network activity to scale the activity in cortical circuits [80] .
In this model, the introduction of homeostatic inhibitory plasticity helped maximize the dynamical repertoire of the brain by enabling dynamics consistent with criticality, and improved the correspondence between the modelled and empirical resting-state connectivity. The brain may, therefore, use local inhibitory plasticity to remain in a safe activity regime while optimizing the richness of the global dynamics by bringing the functional network states close to criticality. This would in turn optimize the system's ability to both integrate and segregate information in response to environmental demands [49, 81] .
Alternative approaches to incorporating inhibitory plasticity in whole-brain models have also been employed, including a feedback inhibition control (FIC) algorithm used to adjust the strength of inhibitory weights recursively and adapt to a target excitatory firing rate of 3-4 Hz [82, 83] . Consistent with [49] , the introduction of FIC also significantly enhanced the model's prediction of the fMRI human resting FC [82] . While other forms of plasticity such as Hebbian learning and spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) also play a role in shaping large-scale network dynamics, these have not yet been directly incorporated in whole-brain models of human functional neuroimaging data. STDP models have been proposed but studies so far have been restricted to small or homogeneous networks [84, 85] , and are indeed unstable without the complementary presence of homeostasic mechanisms without which 'winner takes all dynamics' will dominate the system [86] . We, however, note that a whole-brain computational model has been shown efficient at testing a hypothesis regarding Hebbian-like plasticity following DBS treatment for Parkinson's disease [87, 88] . In more detail, it possible to simulate in silico the effects of a strengthened white-matter connectivity between the stimulation site in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the thalamus, and show that this specific connection was predictive of the spontaneous dynamics associated with symptom alleviation [89] . Another whole-brain modelling study has shown that, for a fixed structural connectome, manipulating the global conductance of the model can have a profound impact on the functional network dynamics [40] . In biological terms, an increase in the model's global conductance parameter would be equivalent to scaling up the excitatory couplings between brain areas. This may be consistent, for example, with mutations in the genes coding for receptor proteins controlling excitatory glutamate signalling, which have been implicated in SZ and ASD [90, 91] . The enhancement of global excitatory coupling would be expected to increase long-range correlations in the network. A decrease in global coupling should have the opposite effect, and effectively simulate a shift in the E/I balance favouring inhibition. Whole-brain computational models have demonstrated that the best fit between the simulated and empirical FC matrices is obtained when the system operates in a metastable synchronization state where excitation and inhibition are balanced [47, 48, 92] . Importantly, the measures of perturbational integration and segregation also become optimally balanced at these intermediate global conductance values [40] . As expected from theoretical predictions of criticality, exceeding this optimal global coupling value leads to enhanced systemic integration at the expense of segregation, and reducing it results in lower perturbational integration scores and increased segregation (figure 5d).
Virtually all whole-brain computational models available to date do not incorporate neurobiological information about E/I neurochemistry. This would involve locally measuring the activity of GABA-ergic and glutamatergic transmission in vivo, as these neurotransmitter systems, respectively, act as the main determinants of the brain's inhibitory and excitatory drives. Measuring acute changes in these neurotransmitters using neurochemical imaging has, however, proved methodologically challenging. Acute increases in synaptic GABA have recently been successfully measured using positron emission tomography (PET) [93] , but there remains no suitable NMDA or AMPA PET tracers available. Despite this methodological limitation, the results from recent whole-brain computational studies nevertheless provide convincing evidence that imbalances in the brain's excitatory drive and/or inhibitory plasticity, consistent with those implicated in some neuropsychiatric disorders, may significantly alter the brain's dynamical repertoire and impact the system's ability to efficiently integrate and segregate information.
Finally, it should be emphasized that while the E/I ratio and small-world anatomical connectome represent distinct neurobiological determinants of global brain dynamics, they nevertheless act synergistically to promote a critical dynamical regime. Computational studies have notably shown that different avalanche behaviours are observed as a function of the density of long-range connections in a simulated brain network, and that power-law behaviour of avalanche size, long-range temporal correlations and 1/f noise typical of a system poised at criticality arise when a set of interacting idealized neurons are connected in a smallworld configuration [94] . Conversely, spike-timing-dependent-plasticity can, in the presence of a balanced E/I ratio, reorganize a globally connected simulated neural network spontaneously into a functional network that has both small-world and scale-free topology [95] . Moreover, wholebrain modelling studies have recently demonstrated that the communication-through-coherence mechanisms observed in neurophysiological studies [96] [97] [98] (i.e. stating that two groups of neurons communicate most effectively when their excitability fluctuations are coordinated in time [99] ) can be achieved within whole-brain computational models consistent with the small-world anatomy of the human brain provided that the brain operates at a critical working point where the system shows maximal metastability [100] .
Modelling integration and segregation over time (a) Limitations of dynamic mean field and oscillatory whole-brain models
Initial attempts at modelling whole-brain network activity successfully replicated the empirical FC when averaged over long recording intervals (i.e. several minutes), but did not accurately reproduce the spontaneous state transitions between FC states observed in the empirical data [65, 101] . To leverage on the full potential of whole-brain computational modelling, it is important for in silico neural dynamics to capture not only the time-averaged representations of FC (which are strongly constrained by the SC), but the temporal evolution of the brain's functional network organization, as recently evidenced by FCD analyses of empirical neuroimaging data. We further believe that the ability to model the spatio-temporal dynamics underlying integration and segregation could reveal causal mechanistic insights into neuropsychiatric disorders.
(b) Time-dependent clinical phenotypes
Time is of the essence when studying the clinical manifestations of neuropsychiatric disorders. While neuropsychiatric syndromes are most often characterized on the basis of stable brain differences, this contrasts with the reality that a patient's symptoms can vary substantially over time. To design better treatments, it is therefore important to characterize not only the stable brain differences in clinical populations, but also the more rapid neural mechanisms that may underlie acute changes in mental status and behaviour. For example, the neural processes that mediate rapid transitions from a relatively stable behavioural state to a full-blown psychotic episode in SZ patients; or a sudden panic attack in a previously asymptomatic individual with PTSD or panic disorder.
There are obvious methodological and ethical limitations that prevent continuous brain monitoring of such patients in their everyday life, and hence the characterization of acute symptomatic episodes. State-of-the-art whole-brain computational models accurately matching the dynamical features of patients' network activity could help bypass this methodological bottleneck and help understand the neurobiological bases of abnormal spatio-temporal integration and segregation of information in neuropsychiatric disorders.
(c) Towards time-sensitive whole-brain computational models
Hansen et al. [65] made an important first step towards this goal by developing an 'enriched' mean-field model of macroscopic brain activity that accounted for the non-stationarity of resting state activity. This was done by introducing bistability at the level of single brain regions in silico, which effectively enhanced the nonlinearity of the modelled dynamics. In this new configuration, the dynamics explored a richer repertoire of configurations that was less constrained by the structural connectivity, and instantiated FC state switching qualitatively consistent with prior empirical observations.
Another promising modelling approach to capture the richness of the temporal network dynamics is the use of a neural mass model based on the normal form of a Hopf bifurcation, which combines aspects of both asynchronous and oscillatory behaviour [102] (figure 6). Until recently, there have been two main categories of whole-brain computational models: oscillatory and asynchronous models. Oscillatory models have demonstrated that the best-fit with the timeaveraged, empirical FC is observed at the dynamic working point where metastability (i.e. the amount of variability between brain states as a function of time) is maximized [47, 92, 103] . On the other hand, asynchronous models have demonstrated that the simulated FC best matches the empirically observed FC when multistability around a spontaneous state defines the operating point of the system [48, 51, 104] . This means that the stable attractor states of the system, respectively, are a spontaneous state characterized by low activity in all regions, and several excited states characterized by high energy between selected regions. Importantly, the Hopf bifurcation model may capture the best of both models and demonstrate that the temporal dynamics of resting state fluctuations emerge at the edge of the transition between asynchronous to oscillatory behaviour.
The predictive validity of whole-brain dynamical models will ultimately depend on their ability to capture the rich repertoire of FC states observed in empirical data. In addition, it will be important for the models to accurately reflect the relevant state-to-state transition probabilities and 'dwell times' [65, 101, 105] . This will in the first instance require further empirical neuroimaging studies to gather the necessary information about FC states features and statistics [65] and Deco et al. [102] .
(in both health and disease) to provide a strong empirical foundation on which to optimize the models. Time-sensitive whole-brain models would ultimately make it possible to investigate the consequences of targeted brain changes on the statistics of network activity explorations, which are indeed disrupted in neuropsychiatric disorders [43, 44, 46, 105] .
(d) Measures of spatiotemporal integration and segregation
The extent to which useful information about the integration/segregation balance will be gained from state-of-the-art whole-brain computational models will notably depend upon the parallel development of novel measures to characterize the time-evolution of the integration and segregation of information. Since the dynamics generated by whole-brain models consist of neural time series that can be analysed using the same tools and approaches applied to empirical neuroimaging data, it will be natural to investigate the modelled activity by exploiting some of the same methods used to track the dynamics of integration/segregation of information in empirical data such as time-evolving modularity and dynamic cartographic analysis. Dynamic cartographic analysis characterizes the dynamical contributions of individual nodes towards balancing integration and segregation (figure 7a). This analytical approach has revealed that individual brain regions show significant changes in their relative within-and betweenmodule connectivity over time [42] . Some fronto-parietal, striatal and hippocampal regions notably spent a greater proportion of the time acting as 'connector hubs' promoting global integration, as estimated by high cross-modular connectivity. However, it is actually another class of regions, termed 'peripheral nodes', which dominates the dynamical cartographic landscape: peripheral nodes were characterized by low-to-medium within-module connectivity and low between-module connectivity. This indicates that that the majority of brain regions are in fact The measures of perturbational integration and segregation introduced earlier may also be extended to the time domain. For example, spatio-temporal perturbational integration, or simply 'spatiotemporal binding' can be used to characterize the effectiveness of the integration of distributed information across the brain over time. For each brain region, the largest component that includes a given node is calculated after each perturbation. This is repeated separately for each sliding window, and assimilating this information over all time windows then yields the spatiotemporal 'binding score' for a particular brain region. Experimental results indicate that this spatio-temporal binding measure is capable of capturing the functional disconnection over time during sleep, as reflected by lower regional binding scores. By contrast, the time-averaged FC matrix for the same data shows that the sleeping brain is more globally connected functionally (bottom) [102] . Panel (a) adapted from Shine et al. [42] .
topologically isolated over time, and it is thus a minority of connector hub regions that provided a functional bridge between otherwise functionally segregated communities to enable windows of global integration over time [42] .
Whole-brain models confer the additional capacity to extend beyond the empirical data and freely inject the system with simulated inputs at different time points and quantify the effect of systematic perturbations on the functional network organization. This enables a different set of dynamical integration/segregation measures that could not be studied empirically in human subjects due to obvious ethical and safety constraints. Notably, the measures of perturbational integration and segregation presented in figure 3b and discussed in detail in [40] can easily be extended to the time-domain. For example, spatio-temporal perturbational integration, or simply 'spatio-temporal binding' can be used to characterize the effectiveness of the integration of distributed information across the brain over time [40] , as outlined in figure 7b. This measure may reflect which nodes within the network contribute the most to 'binding' (i.e. integrating) information over both space and time.
Furthermore, whole-brain computational models have already provided novel insights into structure-to-function relationships in human brain networks. Structural network hubs identified from DTI data have been suggested to be vital for integration and segregation of information, and especially those regions belonging to the so-called 'rich-club' which show dense interconnectivity amongst each other [106] . Until recently, this had, however, not been examined in terms of the brain's functional temporal dynamics. For example, while the hippocampus is well known to receive multimodal input and play a critical role in memory formation and global integration, graph theoretical studies of the structural connectome had surprisingly failed to demonstrate the topological centrality of this region. Thus, by using a whole-brain computational model constrained by the empirical SC of the macaque brain and in which information flow was modelled as a discrete-event queueing network, it was shown that the hippocampus in fact receives a disproportionately high level of information flow and acts a convergence zone for the network [107] . Similarly, another whole-brain modelling study recently examined the effects of in silico lesions to the highest-ranking 'binding nodes' identified using the methodology introduced above on measures of systemic integration and encoding of information capability. It was found that removal of the binding-nodes had a more profound effect on the aforementioned measures than removal of the 'rich-club' regions whose topological importance is solely defined by the anatomical connectome [108] .
Conclusion
The integration/segregation balance is intrinsically linked to some of the most complex phenomena of modern neuroscience; from the spontaneous emergence of resting-state networks to higher cognition, and perhaps even consciousness. Beyond basic research, an accumulating body of evidence suggests that imbalances between integration and segregation of information may be directly implicated in neuropsychiatric disorders. A deeper understanding of the neurobiological determinants of global integration/segregation may thus have promising clinical implications, including the identification of potential new biomarkers and therapeutic targets.
Static (i.e. time-invariant) representations of the brain's structural and functional network connectivity have provided a useful blueprint for how the brain may balance local/modular specialization and global communication. However, static network representations involve significant methodological and conceptual limitations, notably since the typical FC matrix calculation ignores the importance of time; and correlational neuroimaging analysis is generally not suited to provide causal mechanistic insights into the underlying neurobiology of disease. We believe these limitations have made it challenging for traditional neuroimaging approaches to identify network-based biomarkers for neuropsychiatric disorders of adequate sensitivity and specificity for clinical use.
In this paper, we have outlined how the emerging field of whole-brain computational connectomics can help address these limitations. We first summarized the findings from stateof-the-art analyses of empirical neuroimaging data which reflect the dynamical features of brain FC; a growing body of work which has begun to provide a comprehensive perspective on the non-trivial evolution of integration/segregation over time. We have further demonstrated how generative whole-brain models could be used to investigate neurobiologically realistic mechanisms of disease. We have notably proposed that two key ingredients must act synergistically to efficiently balance functional integration and segregation in the healthy brain: (i) a small-world structural connectome and (ii) balanced ratio of excitation-to-inhibition in local neuronal populations. These pillars for healthy brain network organization are known to be disrupted in several disease states, including SZ and autism.
An important next step for the emerging field of computational connectomics will be to implement new models capable of accurately replicating not only time-averaged FC, but the dynamical features of the brain's functional network organization. Such advances could make it possible to move beyond correlational neuroimaging analysis to reveal the underlying mechanisms of disease at the systems-level, particularly as it pertains to imbalances in the integration/segregation of information.
In conclusion, we propose that brain computational models of disease have the potential to accurately reflect the convergence of diverse cellular and molecular abnormalities at the level of cortical circuits and their statistical interactions on many timescales. Upon further refinement, whole-brain models may eventually contribute to the emergence of a stratified neuropsychiatry, and personalized therapeutics in psychiatric care.
